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5 FROM MACHINES TO ORGANISMS
1. KLAUS AMANN: To continue our conversation from the last chapter, I wonder
whether these classiﬁcations can simply be read as classiﬁcations of resistances.
KARIN KNORR CETINA: They have much to do with the detector's functioning. And its
dysfunctional states and parts. In an operational detector, resistances are
dysfunctions.
KA: But why do they need to be expressed as diseases? Why not in more antagonistic
terms, for example, as enemy activity? I am thinking of the way D. talked about her
protein turning into a personal enemy when it was uncooperative.
KK: The disease terminology refers to the underlying pattern of the detector as some
sort of organism. A collective organism, to be sure, but an organism
nonetheless—which you need, on which you depend, which acts for you as a sensory
and interacting body that "accepts" and "copes" with the particles you cannot deal
with yourself. Moreoever, this substitute body you build yourself. You wouldn't
normally consider your body as an enemy.
KA: You are becoming more and more metaphoric yourself! I agree that the disease
terminology ﬁts the overall picture or better still it helps paint it. But how much does
it really tell us about the kinds of resistances in experimental HEP?.
KK: Not enough perhaps, but it does tell us a few things. It suggests, for example, that
the problem to which it refers ought to be approached in the same way in which a
doctor approaches a patient-—with care, and in a healing manner, since you have a
physiology in front of you, the parts hang together with other parts. It also suggests that
it is life you are dealing with—and that the ultimate resistance of life is death. some parts
may already be dead, or on the verge of dying, and you may kill some more through
incompetent meddling. It suggests that you cannot do anything against the ultimate
resistance of death—except sometimes you may replace the part that is dead, if you can
get to it and if You have spare parts. But the best strategy may be to prevent death. It
suggests, therefore, that a compliphysiology like that of a detector needs constant

attention—the kind of preventive and curative monitoring which takes
place (see Section 3.4). It suggests that detectors and detector parts are
decaying—they are getting older—and as they get older, they catch age-related
diseases. It suggests quite a bit, for example, that resistances in this case are something
plastic, a continuum of malfunctions increasing over time which cause one to never
reach a point of absolute health, and of which one tries very hard to avoid the other
endpoint, death. Complete absence of resistances on the part of essential components,
like whole subdetectors, is as unlikely as their death is undesirable. It suggests that
health is a combination of states in which the resistances are minor, limited to
nonessential subcomponents, and "can be lived with," as physicists would say.
KA: You can stop now. We don't want to turn this conversation into a shadow paper
on resistances, do we? But I am beginning to wonder how much of what you said has
to do with the fact that we are not dealing with objects, but with machines.
KK: It has a lot to do with the distinctive features of the entity one is dealing with, with
the speciﬁcity of a particular domain. This ought to become clearer when we look at
another kind of entity, for example, at the background (Section 5.5).
2. AC (an artist-philosopher): I wanted to jump in on your conversation earlier, but
you two are absorbed with your resistances. I wanted to bring in a term which seems
to be present continuously in your discussion, yet you never mention it—a term that
almost jumps into your face right from the beginning Of the chapter. The term is
anthropomorphization. Aren't these physicists simply anthropomorphizing machines?
I have collected lots of examples of anthropomorphizations from all kinds of contexts.
It is a predictable and familiar phenomenon. Even the critics of your book will
probably not argue with it, but they may also ﬁnd this chapter less
interesting—because it is less surprising—than some of the others.
2. AC (an artist-philosopher): I wanted to jump in on your conversation earlier, but you
two are absorbed with your resistances. I wanted to bring in a term which seems to be
present continuously in your discussion, yet you never mention it—a term that almost
jumps into your face right from the beginning Of the chapter. The term is
anthropomorphization. Aren't these physicists simply anthropomorphizing machines?
I have collected lots of examples of anthropomorphizations from all kinds of contexts.

It is a predictable and familiar phenomenon. Even the critics of your book will probably
not argue with it, but they may also ﬁnd this chapter less interesting—because it is less
surprising—than some of the others.

it expresses the particular "nature" of an entitity and the nature of the relationship
between you, the user, and the entity. It expresses the reconﬁgured order of a
particular context which the technical vocabulary cannot express.

KK: I wish I could conduct my conversations with just one opponent per chapter! But
you do indeed bring up a notion that has been hurled at me every time I talk about
these classiﬁcations. Anthropomorphizations, just anthropomorphizations! As if this
term would explain anything! You may indeed wish to describe the phenomenon that
the detector vocabulary is modeled upon our conception of human beings and their
interaction as an anthropomorphization. But I wanted to point out the systematic
patterns in these "anthropomorphizations," and offer an interpretation that differs
from the accounts Douglas and others have given.

3. AC: Sherry Turkle (1984) described anthropomorphizations of computers under the apt
title of the computer as our "Second Self." Just a while ago you explained that detectors,
with all their "senses" and "reactions," are our substitutes. We model these machines
after us. And us upon them. Anthropomorphizations may be seen as alter egos.

AC: I anthropomorphize my car, for example. When it doesn't start, I say the battery
is sick. The disease vocabulary is everywhere!

KK: Detectors don't simulate our minds, or our mind's capacity, as computers and
artiﬁcial intelligence supposedly do. We have to be much more precise. There are
very different kinds of machines. And they shouldn't all be referred to with the same
metaphoric classiﬁcations. Even if all classiﬁcations were modeled upon human
existence, there should be systematic differences between them depending on the
nature of the machine. Otherwise, my thesis would indeed be proved wrong.

KK: I want to distinguish between the occasional metaphor for each and everything,
and classiﬁcations. Classiﬁcations are more systematic. They are built from a number
of terms which are consistent with each other. The detector vocabulary, for example,
is built from at least four terminological clusters which hang together; the sensory
performance, disease/physiology, and social and moral clusters. Physicists don't
always employ such classiﬁcations. One of their backgrounds is called a "snake"
because of the shape in which it appears on event displays. But as far as I can see,
none of the other background classiﬁcations draw upon shape. Shape may
characterize this one case of beam halo, but it doesn't characterize the whole
bedeviled phenomenon of background. Shape does not suggest anything about the
ontology of the domain, though it may suggest something about a single background
in one particular context, the context of event displays.

AC: There should be such differences, but are there?

AC: Why couldn't a car be treated like a detector? I don't see the difference between
my car as a machine and your detector machine.

4. AC: This vocabulary of a war-against-the-background which you referred me to
might have a different interpretation. Since I live not far from Clifford Geertz let me put
it as he might—if he was interested in your classiﬁcations. I think he would offer the
view he suggested in the Balinese cockﬁght (1973: 443)—he might say these
classiﬁcations are cultural ﬁgures that "catch up" themes close to the heart of our
society and some of its subcategories of members—themes like illness/disease,

KK: Indeed, any complex entity that is like a detector, with which we live like
physicists live with a detector, might produce this or a similar kind of vocabulary. I am
not suggesting that the detector classiﬁcation is unique. What I am suggesting is that

KK: I can only go by the evidence 1 have. There are systematic differences between
the categorizations applied to detectors and those applied to the background, as you
can see for yourself (Section 5.5). Or between those applied to the detector and those
that pertain to the code, the computer programs which physicists constantly write
and use. or, in addition, between detector classiﬁcations and the categorizations of
human beings.
AC: Not only in the context of HEP experiments, I hope.
KK: Correct.

death, aging, performance, and so on. The themes which are encoded in machine
ontologies. But also the themes of enmity, danger, and struggle—the ones which are
more present with the background. He would say that the classiﬁcations provide, to
the physicists, a metaphor of themselves, but that they have no other reality or
function. In terms more like Goffman's, the categorizations would be a dramatization
of physicists' concerns and experiences. Anthropomorphization is a way to make
drab technical tasks meaningful—by projecting upon them the very real human
dramas and anxieties that physicists experience in their life.

But you do not explain why local ontologies and local subject-object relationships
need to be expressed.

KK: Actually, I am not conﬁdent at all that Geertz would endorse this view. But let me
give you mine. Your account doesn't explain the systematic differences between
categorizations. If you were right, dramatizations through categorizations should be
random—anything goes for any domain, as long as the metaphors capture and project
human concerns and experience. The killing vocabulary might be unloaded upon
detectors, and the physiological one on the background. But clearly that wouldn't
work at all. The background has no physiology, and the last thing we should do to a
detector is kill it. Your explanation is also vague. Can you imagine a classiﬁcation that
does not somehow touch upon human existence and human concerns? Mary
Douglas's suggestion was much more speciﬁc. She referred to analogies to the body.
She would say that the analogy from physiology confers natural status on the
crystallized social relations represented in a machine. The analogy builds strength for
a physical instrument that does not in itself have legitimacy, consumes huge amounts
of money and manpower, and would be, without the analogy from life, an amoral,
asocial, nonnatural being.

KK: I suppose not only the vocabularies in this chapter, but almost all I
encountered—in as far as they include a number of terms and distinctions—have this
aspect. You could rewrite this chapter, or simply read it as a chapter about different
kinds of difﬁculties. But then this is not surprising. You could rewrite these particular
collider experiments as a chapter on beating down the background, for example.

KA: Persuasive, but not convincing. You are again focused on the detector, whereas
we were already talking about the background. There is not much of an analogy from
the body in the background, not much that confers natural status to it, unless you
want to see the killing metaphors as evidence for the biological status of the
background. Does talking about "bugs" in a computer code naturalize the code and
thereby make it more legitimate? I think you already challenged this line of thinking.
The reference to anthropomorphization does indeed not explain anything. All it says
is that we attribute human form or personality to something. I do ﬁnd your suggestion
that these metaphors express local ontologies and subject-object relationships, the
kind of thing that cannot be expressed by technical vocabularies, more convincing.

5. KA: I wish to go back to the question of resistances. The background vocabulary
also makes strong references to resistances—it basically refers to the kinds of
problems backgrounds pose. Are all classiﬁcations in this chapter, at the same time,
categorizations of resistances? It seems to me that even what you say about
physicists includes this component.

KA: Let me ask then whether, with the background, we have ﬁnally reached the object
level, the real object world that interferes with the project of an experiment and ﬁghts
back before it surrenders to its quest?
KK: Well, not quite. First, the background is made by the collider and experiment, just
like everything else that ﬂies through a detector as a particle. Second, the background,
in as far as it is physics and not instrument- (machine-, beam-, detector-) related, is,
as you heard, "last year's" or the "last ten year's" physics (Section 3.2). You identify and
eliminate it only through knowing this physics. The background does not simply stop
you in your tracks, as an unrecognized and unidentiﬁed entity. It is produced and
(almost) simultaneously recognized and eliminated through triggers, thresholds and
cuts—through a whole machinery of anticipation, identiﬁcation, and calculation. It
does not seem to exist outside this machinery. Here we are back again to the
self-enclosed universe of experimental HEP.
KA: If all resistances in experimental HEP are instrument- or knowledgerelated,
where does this leave our attempt to place more emphasis on the material world? Is
there no way around an understanding of resistances as cultural ﬁgures?
KK: Perhaps we should pose this question to a realist?

6 FROM ORGANISMS TO MACHINES

the correspondence of the laboratory organisms with the natural ones that
experimental laboratory science is generally interesting and valid.

1. R-H (a philosopher): As the biologist that I once was, I read this chapter with
interest, but also with mixed feelings. What worries me most is your tendency not to
take seriously nature as the object of natural science and the special character this
lends to science. From a biological point of view you come uncomfortably close to a
creationist conception of science and of living nature!

KLAUS AMANN: I ﬁnd your notion of a "trafﬁc" completely compatible with what we
say. What interests me in this chapter are the rearrangements which occur at the
endpoint of the travel. It seems to me that the whole idea of a laboratory becomes
ununderstandable, if you assume that nature just continues to exist in the lab as it did
outside. Besides, the notion of a "laboratope" would be redundant. Perhaps if your
suggestion of a correspondence does not mean identity, we might start talking.

KARIN KNORR CETINA: This is the ﬁrst time I have been compared to a creationist! I
might agree with your worries about "nature" being taken seriously if you put nature
under quotes and if you don't draw any quick conclusions about the special character
it lends to science. After all, many professions, for example, farmers and landscapers
and forest rangers, deal with living "nature" in a more direct sense than science.
R-H: But you seem to deny its relevance. Here, for example, you claim that mice, ﬂies,
or frogs, as naturally occurring entities, are external to modern biology. But molecular
biology, as a central part of modern biology, uses living organisms in general as its
central object. The basic mechanisms of genetics occur generally in the living world.
Of course, the organisms that are most fruitfully investigated in the laboratory are
carefully chosen for that purpose and often modiﬁed to be even more suitable, but
that does not mean that laboratory work/research is not motivated by a wish to
understand the outside world.
KK: You will grant us that we are not talking about motivations here, but about
procedures, practices, and transformations. Take transformations. Laboratory
sciences would not have a problem of "translating back" their results into naturally
occurring processes if there were no transformations. Mostly, however, they don't
translate these processes back into nature, they translate them into technology,
pharmaceutical products, medical treatments, agricultural strategies, and the like.
Results prove themselves in human practice, not in nature as it may exist
independently of us.
2. R-H: Your notion that nature as it occurs in the wild is of no use in experimental
work is a provocation! I would say that quite to the contrary "wild " nature is a
constant source of new experimental objects. It is because of this constant trafﬁc and

3. R-H: What bothers me is your apparent belief in the externality of nature. Bacteria
and even viruses are also part of nature and objects of natural history!
KK: The point in this paragraph is about the replacement of traditional plants and
animals by new ones. I am beginning to suspect that we have very different notions of
nature.
4. R-H: If bacteria have no claim for humane treatment in the laboratory, it is not
because they are artiﬁcial creations from the lab. The same applies to bacteria in nature.
KK: Completely correct. In fact, I would go even further to say that the outside
existence of creatures like bacteria, or mice (or, for that sake, human beings; see
Chapter 8) determines moral aspects of their treatment in the laboratory. For
example, in the case of animals, it determines "humane" killing or sacriﬁcing
procedures.
R-H: Bacteria and viruses are simple organisms when they live outside the laboratory.
Their life is not drastically reduced as a result of coming into the lab, it is always in a
reduced state.
KA: But there are manipulations, interferences, and limitations to which they are
submitted in the lab. And a biochemical reaction is not a simulation of natural
processes. Again, you seem to be put off by the suggested nonidentity of "nature"
inside and outside the lab.

6. R-H: And again you write of the disappearance of naturally occurring animals and
plants as a break with earlier practices of biology. There certainly are changes in the
practice of biology, but do you really want to claim this much?
KK: Aren't we just having a disagreement about what we mean by "nature"? We don't
use the term to refer to those naturally occurring processes which are not interfered
with by human existence. Nor do we use it as a synonym for "reality as it really is,"
which is what I suspect you mean by nature. Actually, this book is not about nature.
R-H: But for me, as a natural scientist, nature is there all the time. Concealed by your
writing, but crying out from underneath it!
KK: We are not natural scientists, though. For us, the interesting thing is how speciﬁc
differences between "nature" and the laboratory are created and managed in
scientiﬁc work, and what role these differences play in shaping this work. "Nature" in
the way you seem to understand it is not a sociological term.
KA: In fact, we can only study "nature" as a cultural resource, for example, in the way
in which Gooday (1991) studied Victorian naturalists' claims to the "naturalness" of
certain forms of research over others. For example, we can 100k at how "nature" is
construed as an independent reality behind various appearances in the lab in
arguments and displays. Or we can look at how participants distinguish between
degrees of "naturalness" as they differentiate between in vitro and in vivo procedures,
between the lab mouse and the "wild" mouse, and so on.
7. R-H: It would help if you also addressed the differences between production
systems in scientiﬁc experiments and in industrial production. It would help not to
mix things up and to lose sight of interesting characteristics of science. An analogy is
based on differences, as well as similarities.
KA: Are there interesting differences with respect to this logic of production and the
engines which drive it? Surely some of the more obvious differences are that
production in industry often means mass production of goods sellable on a market,
and it means assembly lines, optimization, division of labor, and the like. But, if you
look more closely, the differences are not so straightforward. The market and
consumption aspect may be missing, but the advantages of cloning, for example, rest

on the possibility of mass production of DNA fragments. Molecular biology exploits
the distinct division of labor which lies in the separability of biological functions. It
optimizes processes, and so on. With respect to this logic of production, analogous
principles can be found at work in industrial production and in molecular biology.
Moreover, these principles seem to have given molecular biology an uplift.
8. R-H: The term simulation strikes me as a misleading expression in this context. The
laboratory organisms can better be considered as parts of nature taken into the
laboratory to be more efﬁciently studied. They are nature rather than a means of
simulating nature. Simulation is a term used to express a fundamental difference with
the "real" thing.
KK: You ignore the reﬂexive double build of these production cycles, and once again,
the labor and accomplishment (the constructive work) that goes into creating
production systems in the lab. Perhaps all we can do at this point is to agree to disagree.
9. R-H: I agree to disagree, as you suggested before, but I do wish to make one
comment on your last pages. In my view, you are saddling molecular biology with a
more simplistic reductionist attitude than is necessary. Isolating it from traditional
biology is part of an unrealistic picture of what biology is. But it does to some extent
present a trend presently developing. Presenting this trend as a fact, a more or less
inevitable result of the logic of science, may contribute to unwanted and detrimental
developments of the scientiﬁc enterprise.
KK: I am ﬂattered to hear that you think we may have such an impact on scientiﬁc
development! But why do you imagine the development is unwanted?
R-H: Most of the new sociology of science lacks a political dimension. Its followers do
not address the interaction between science and politics. But with the new
environmental problems becoming central political issues, this side of science will
most likely come into focus in the not too distant future.
KA: And with the environmental issues, biology rather than molecular biology will
again rise to political attention? This may be so. But, I imagine, there will be two
distinct, if somewhat interlaced, developments.

R-H: From a political point of view the crucial question is how malleable is
science—and nature. But this is not only a challenge to recent sociologists of science.
More traditional philosophers and sociologists of science are also much at a loss to
provide an answer to this question. They still more or less hide behind the idea of
value-free science. I ﬁnd the parallels between the development of social studies of
science and the philosophy of science more striking than the differences. Take Rorty
(e.g., 1991), Hacking (1983), Fine (1986), Rouse (1987, 1996). The tendency to cut nature
off and to avoid a political dimension is a common trait.
KK: The tendency "to cut nature off," as you say, corresponds perhaps to the tendency
of some sciences to become more "constructive"—more of a laboratory than a ﬁeld
science, more technological, and more oriented toward the making and remaking of
the world than toward the exploration of original worlds. Perhaps modern science
has a tendency to leave nature "as it is" behind and substitute for it—or construct from
it—new patterns and possibilities. Molecular biology is such a constructive science
(think of genetic engineering!). So is experimental high energy physics. Its "nature" is
mostly particles and processes which, today on earth, don't exist. Perhaps the
success of constructionism in recent studies of science has to do with the fact that it
captures this "cut off" from nature in the sciences. As to a better alignment between
science studies and politics many call for it, and some, including presumably yourself,
work toward it (e.g., Chubin 1992; Fuller 1988, 1992; Longino 1990; Jasanoff 1990;
Restivo 1988, 1992; Wynne 1982, 1987; cozzens and Gieryn 1990; Nelkin and Lindee
1995). We shall see . . .
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1. The blessed and immortal is itself free from trouble nor does it cause trouble for
anyone else; therefore, it is not constrained either by anger or by favor. For such
sentiments exist only in the weak.
2. Death is nothing to us. For what has been dispersed has no sensation. And what has
no sensation is nothing to us.
3. The limit of the extent of pleasure is the removal of all pain. Wherever pleasure is
present, for however long a time, there can be no pain or grief, or both at once.
4. Pain does not dwell continuously in the ﬂesh. Extreme pain is present but a very
brief time, and that which barely exceeds bodily pleasure continues no more than a
few days. But chronic illness allows greater pleasure than pain in the ﬂesh.
5.It is impossible to live pleasantly without living dently, well, and justly, nor is it
possible to live prudently, well, and justly without living pleasantly. The man for
whom this latter condition is impossible cannot live prudently well, orjustly; he for
whom the former is impossible, cannot live pleasantly.
6. Whatever you can provide yourself with to secure protection from men is a
natural good.

with plegsures from every source and in no way suffering from pain or grief, which are evil.
11. If apprehensions about the heavens and our fear lest death concern us, as well as
our failure to realize the limits of pains and desires, did not bother us, we would have
no need of natural science.
12. It is impossible for anyone to dispel his fear over the most important matters, if he
does not know what is the nature of the universe but instead suspects something that
happens in myth. Therefore, it is impossible to obtain unmitigated pleasure without
natural science.
13. There is no beneﬁt in securing protection from men if things above and beneath
the earth and indeed all the limitless universe are made matters for suspicion.
14. The most perfect means of securing safety from men, which arises, to some extent,
from a certain power to expel, is the assurance that comes from quietude and
withdrawal from the world.
15. Natural wealth is limited and easily obtained; the riches of idle fancies go on forever.
16. In few instances does chance intrude upon the wise man, but reason has
administered his greatest and most important affairs, and will continue to do so
throughout his whole life.

7. Some men wished to become esteemed and admired by everyone, thinking that in
this way they would procure for themselves safety from others. Therefore, if the life of
such men is safe, they have received the good that comes from nature. If it is not safe,
they do not have that for which they struggled at ﬁrst by natural instinct.

17. The just man is most free of perturbation, while the unjust man is full of the greatest
disturbance.

8. No pleasure is evil in itself; but the means of obtaining some pleasures bring in their
wake troubles many times greater than the pleasures.

18. The pleasure in the ﬂesh will not be increased when once the pain resulting from
want is taken away, but only varied. The limit of understanding as regards pleasure is
obtained by a reﬂection on these same pleasures and the sensations akin to them,
which used to furnish the mind with its greatest fears.

9. If every pleasure were condensed and existed for a long time throughout the entire
organism or its most important parts, pleasures would never differ from one another.
10. If the things that beget pleasure in dissolute individuals could dispel their minds' fears
about the heavens, death, nd pain, and could still teach them the limits of desires, e would
have no younds for ﬁnding fault with the issolute, since they would be ﬁlling themselves

19. Inﬁnite time contains the same amount of pleasure as ﬁnite time, if one measures
the limits of pleasure by reason.
20. The ﬂesh considers the limits of pleasure to be boundless, and only inﬁnite time
makes it possible. But the mind, having gained a reasonable understanding of the end

and limit of the ﬂesh, and having expelled fears about eternity, furnishes the complete
life, and we no longer have any need for time without end. But the mind does not ﬂee
from pleasure nor, when circumstances bring about the departure from life, does it
take its leave as though falling short somehow of the best life.
21. He who understands the limits of life knows how easy it is to remove the pain that
results from want and to make one's whole life complete. As a result, he does not
need actions that bring strife in their wake.
22. We must take into account both the underlying purpose and all the evidence of
clear perception, to which we refer our opinions. Otherwise, everything will be ﬁlled
with confusion and indecision.
23. If you do battle with all your sensations, you will be unable to form a standard for
judging even which of them you judge to be false.
24. If you reject any sensation and you do not distinguish between the opinion based
on what awaits conﬁrmation and evidence already available based on the senses, the
feelings, and every intuitive faculty of the mind, you will send the remaining sensations
into a turmoil with your foolish opinions, thus driving out every standard forjudging.
And if, among the perceptions based on opinion, you afﬁrm both that which awaits
conﬁrmation and that which does not, you will fail to escape from error, since you will
have retained every ground for dispute in judgment concerning right and wrong.

25. If you do not on every occasion refer each of your actions to the end ordained by
nature, but instead stop short at something else when considering whether to go after
something or avoid it, your actions will not be in keeping with the principles you profess.
26. Those desires that do not lead to pain, if they are not fulﬁlled, are not necessary.
They involve a longing that is easily dispelled, whenever it is difﬁcult to fulﬁll the
desires or they appear likely to lead to harm.
27. Of all the things that wisdom provides for living one's entire life in happiness, the
greatest by far is the possession of friendship.
28. The same knowledge that makes one conﬁdent that nothing dreadful is eternal or
long-lasting, also recognizes in the face of these limited evils the security afforded by friendship.
29. Of the desires some are natural and necessary while that are neither natural nor
necessary but arise from idle opinion.
30. If there is intense striving after those physical desires that do not lead to pain if
unfulﬁlled, this is because they arise from idle opinion; they fail to be dispelled, not
because of their own nature but because of the vain fancies of humankind.
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